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, Following this interview, GA LEON a re Sto 
the U, 5, Secret Bervice furnished th pinion of ae 
MARINA OSWALD, which should be considered for future Antero? 7-7" 

: . s -e Rw ie - a a views: ; ‘ er ye: oo bs ‘Se, Ey sea aye, Bre racial - 

He considers MARINA OSWALD to be well indoctrinated," ; 
politically and mentally. He explained by this ehe was born -~= — 
in Russia, educated in Russia, and had lived in Russia, and oe ik 
was well indoctrinated into the Soviet system. He considered =~ 
her to be of above average intelligence sell educated, and she = 
@poke excellent Russian. She has her own ideas about what - - 
to answer and she was quiet careful in mot incriminating here. - 

“i @elf'or her husband, 6he was very cool and poised and BA ‘nde © 
ae -GOPADZE stated he found it wery difficult to sway her one way ¥ 

or the other. 8A GOPADZE was of the opinion that if she could | . 
be. be offered concrete assurance of help on her present problems ... - 
"°-".@he might cooperate. He stated he felt the upperrost probles ° Ses 

in her wind at the present time is a desire for the assurance er: ° 
<j ehe could remain in the United States and she was desirous of - 
“ee. @wome form of financial assistance. It was noted by all inter-~.; ae 

i viewing agents tht MARINA OSWALD expressed a strong interest dn 
the mail which she had been receiving, particularly the money . 
and checks. She made the remark, “I did not realize I was so “ ; 
popular”, She showed little ewotion during the interviev and 

. .. appeared tired, both mentally and physically. S6he had a ae 
rs" - waattering of English and apperned to understand more English 2. - 
ag « . than indicated, : ° 
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